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‘22 less about higher US growth and inflation
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More about rates uncertainty & recession fears
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USD still benefits from energy position & faster pivot
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But DXY has become unambiguously stretched
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Wavelet analysis shows how boost should fade
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Support already lost in l/t flow & safe-asset demand
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Europe is responding, BoJ’s time may come soon
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Analyst Certification

Each research analyst primarily responsible for the content of this research report, in whole or in part, certifies that with respect to each security or issuer that the analyst covered in this
report: (1) all of the views expressed accurately reflect his or her personal views about those securities or issuers and were prepared in an independent manner, including with respect to
UBS, and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by that research analyst in the research
report.
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Risk Statement

Risks of multi-asset investing include but are not limited to market risk, credit risk, interest rate risk, and foreign exchange risk. Correlations of returns among different asset classes may
deviate from historical patterns. Geopolitical events and policy shocks pose risks that can reduce asset returns. Valuations may be adversely affected during times of high market volatility,
thin liquidity, and economic dislocation.
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